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Multilife Premium Calculation with Dependent 
Future Lifetimes 
Michel Denuit* and Anne Cornett 
Abstract 
Actuaries traditionally have calculated multilife (joint life) premiums by 
assuming the independence of the future lifetimes of insured persons. Recent 
studies, however, demonstrate dependence of the future lifetimes of couples 
(such as husbands and wives). This dependence materially affects the values 
of multilife annuities and insurances. Using the Frechet-Hoeffding bounds 
and Norberg's Markov model, we determine the effect of this dependence in 
lifetimes on the actuarial present values of a widow's pension benefit. 
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Frechet-Hoeffding bounds, Markov model 
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1 Introduction 
For computational convenience, standard actuarial theory of multi-
ple Uoint) life insurance traditionally assumes the independence of the 
future lifetimes .of the insured lives. This assumption, however, is un-
realistic. An example of possible dependence between insureds' future 
lifetimes occurs when a policy is issued to a married couple. A husband 
and wife are more or less exposed to the same risks because they spend 
so much time together. Moreover, several clinical studies indicate that 
the "broken heart syndrome" may cause an increase in the mortality 
rate after the death of a spouse; see, for example, Parkes, Benjamin, 
and Fitzgerald (1969), and Jagger and Sutton (1991). 
Investigations carried out by the Belgian National Institute of Statis-
tics (NIS) established that marital status significantly affects an indi-
vidual's mortality. Similar conclusions have been drawn from actuarial 
studies; see, for example, Maeder (1995, Section 2.3). 
To illustrate this dependence, we have prepared Figures 1 and 2. 
These figures are based on the data collected by the Belgian NIS during 
1991. The observed probabilities qx (Le., the probability that a life age x 
will die before age x+ 1) are plotted as a function of the age x (for x = 25 
to 90), separately for Belgian men and women, split according to their 
marital status. These figures clearly show that the mortality depends 
on marital statu~', especially for men. The mortality experienced by 
the widows seems worse than the mortality experienced by the entire 
Belgian population. 
Of course, one could convincingly argue that Belgian society's atti-
tudes toward marriage and divorce have drastically changed during the 
last two or three decades. Marriage is no longer the obligatory prerequi-
site when a couple decides to start a life together. Consequently, many 
individuals counted as single by the Belgian NIS are in fact cohabiting 
with their partner and should be considered as "married" from a soci-
ological point of view. Thus, marital status will not appear as the most 
relevant explanatory variable. 
Still, the Belgian government's fiscal legislations often provide tax in-
centives only to insurance poliCies issued to offiCially married couples. 
Therefore, the data collected by the governmental statistical services 
are relevant as far as contracts such as the state's widow's pension are 
concerned. 
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Figure 1 
Belgian Observed Mortality Rates (qxs) for Males in 1991 
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Figure 2 
Belgian Observed Mortality Rates (qxs) for Females in 1991 
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Recently, several articles have been devoted to the study of the 
impact of a possible dependence among insured risks in setting pre-
mium rates. Several authors have based their analysis on multivariate 
stochastic orderings; see, for example, Dhaene and Goovaerts (1996 
and 1997); Dhaene, Vanneste, and Wolthuis (1997); Denuit and Lefevre 
(1997); Denuit, Lefevre, and Mesfioui (1999a and 1999b); Muller (1997); 
and Bauerle and Muller (1998). Others have used copula models to 
take this dependence into account; see, for example, Carriere and Chan 
(1986); Carriere (1994); Frees, Carriere, and Valdez (1996); Frees and 
Valdez (1998); and Denuit and Teghem (1998). 
In this paper, we quantify the effect of a possible dependence of fu-
ture lifetime random variables on the amount of premium relating to 
the widow's pension. For this purpose, we use the Frechet-Hoeffding 
bounds and a Markov model introduced by Norberg (1989) and Wolthuis 
(1994). We focus our attention on widow's pensions because Denuit and 
Teghem (1998) show that the dependent mortality may have a signifi-
cant impact on the actuarial present value of these contracts. A Similar 
study may be carried on the actuarial present value of other contracts 
involving married couples. . 
Our paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the no-
tation and the basic tenets of the model. In Section 3 we show that the 
Frechet-Hoeffding bounds provide poor margins for widow's pensions. l 
Also, the assumption of positive quadrant dependence developed by 
Norberg (1989) is briefly explored. Then, in Section 4, we present the 
Markov model of the dependence between husband and wife mortality. 
The parameters of the Markov model are estimated using the Belgian 
NIS data. The actuarial present values of various annuities are calcu-
lated and displayed in Tables A1-A3 in the Appendix. 
2 The Basic Notations and Definitions 
The follOwing notations are used throughout the paper: for x and 
y positive integers, 
1 Frechet-Hoeffding bounds provide accurate margins for most other multiple life 
actuarial present values; see Denuit and Teghem (1998). 
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x = Age of the husband at the start of the contract; 
y = Age of the wife at the start of the contract; 
(x, y) = The husband (x) and wife (y) couple; 
Tx = Husband's future lifetime random variable; 
Ty = Wife's future lifetime random variable; 
Wx = Husband's maximum future lifetime, Le., 0 < Tx < Wx ; 
Wy = Wife's maximum future lifetime, Le., 0 < Ty < w y ; 
w xy = min(wx , Wy); 
R+=(O,oo); 
tPx =Pr[Tx > t] = 1- tQx, for t ER+; 
tPy = Pr[Ty > t] = 1 - tqy, for t E R+ ; 
tPxy = Pr[min(Tx , Ty) > t] = Pr[Tx > t, Ty > t], for t E R+ ; 
i = The constant annual effective interest rate; and 
v = Discount factor = (1 + i) -1. 
For our calculations we assume i = 4.75 percent, which is the maxi-
mal guaranteed rate according to the terms of Belgian legislation. In 
practice, since January 1999, however, most Belgian insurance compa-
nies have now adopted a rate around 3.25 percent based on long-term 
European public loans. 
The widow's pension is a reversionary annuity with annual payments 
starting at the end of the year of the husband's death and terminating 
upon the death of his wife; if the wife dies first, no payments are made. 
Such annuities are used as post-retirement benefits in some pension 
plans and are also widely used in the European social security systems. 
The corresponding net single life premium for a couple (x, y) (Le., an 
x-year old husband and his y-year old wife) is denoted as axl y , is given 
by 
where 
Wy 
_ '" k a y - L v kPy 
k=l 
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and 
WX)' 
a xy = I Vkk Pxy· 
k=1 
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Calculating the exact values ofaxly requires the knowledge of the 
joint distribution of the lifetime random vector (Tx , Ty). In practice, 
the actuary is only able to approximate axly with the help of various 
probabilistic models. The easiest approach certainly consists in con-
sidering Tx and Ty as independent, i.e., 
tPxy = tPx tPy, for t > 0. 
In what follows, the superscript "ind" indicates that joint life annuities 
are calculated under the independence assumption. Thus 
(.0y Wxy 
ind "k "k a x1y = L v kPy - L V kPxkPy· 
k=1 k=1 
In this paper, we use life tables based on the Makeham formula and 
the mortality experienced in Belgium during 1991. The Makeham for-
mula, for t E R+, is 
where 
t c((c[-I) 
tPx = 5191 ' Cl > 1, 51,91 E [0,1], 
J..lx+t = Al + BICfH and 
t d' (cf-ll 
tPy = 5292 ' C2 > 1, 52,92 E [0,1] 
A B yH J..lyH = 2 + 2C2 
Ai = -In(si) and Bi = -In(ci)ln(9i), i = 1,2. 
(1) 
(2) 
The parameters involved in equations (1) and (2) have been estimated 
using the Belgian NIS data collected in 1991.2 The method used is the 
one proposed by Frere (1968) and the parameter estimates are given in 
Table 1. 
It should be noted that the data collected by the Belgian NIS relate to 
the mortality experienced by the Belgian population during 1991. Such 
2The details of these data can be found in a publication of the Belgian NIS (1992). 
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Table 1 
Parameter Estimates of the Makeham Formulas 
Parameter Men (i = 1) Women (i = 2) 
Si 0.999408439685 0.999 767 237 352 
Bi 0.999 598 683 466 0.999831 430984 
Ci 1.102904035923 1.106730646873 
data are suitable for pricing the widow's pensions included in social 
security systems. The data, however, could be unsuitable for policies 
issued by private insurance companies, so such companies must use 
their own data.3 
3 Bounds on axl y 
3.1 Frechet-Hoeffding Bounds 
This approach centers on quantifying the maximal impact of a pos-
sible dependence on actuarial values by using bounds for bivariate dis-
tributions. More precisely, it is well-known, since Hoeffding (1940) and 
Frechet (1951), that 
max{O,tPx + tPy -I}:::; tPxy:::; min{tpx.tPy}, 'if t E R+. (3) 
The leftmost and rightmost expressions of equation (3) are usually re-
ferred to as the Frechet-Hoeffding lower and upper bounds, respec-
tively. These bounds have been first applied by Carriere and Chan 
(1986) to different annuities and then placed by Denuit and Lefevre 
(1997) and Dhaene, Vanneste, and Wolthuis (1997) in the context of 
bivariate stochastic orderings. 
By inserting equation (3) in the net single premium axly , we get 
(4) 
where 
3In fact, the Belgian authorities (Le., the "Office de Contr6le des Assurances") can-
not provide the researchers with speCific data about widow's pensions sold by private 
companies because the statistics about such contracts are mixed with those of other 
life insurance operations. 
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Wy Wxy 
min '\'k ,\,k'{ } a x1y = L V kPy - L V mm kPx,kPy (5) 
k=l k=l 
and 
OJ)' Wx)' 
a~a; = L VkkPy - L vkmax{O,kPx + kPy -l}. (6) 
k= 1 k=l 
The values of these annuities under three scenarios are listed in Tables 
AI-A3 in the appendix. The scenarios are: (i) for Table AI, x = Y = 
25,26, ... ,90, Le., the husband and his wife both have the same age; (ii) 
for Table A2, x = Y + 5 = 25,26, ... ,90, Le., the husband is five years 
older than his wife; and (iii) for Table A3, x = Y - 5 = 25,26, ... ,90, 
Le., the husband is five years younger than his wife. 
In order to determine the accuracy of the bounds provided in equa-
tion (4), we have prepared Figures 3, 4, and 5. Tables AI, A2, and A3 
contain the numerical values used to plot Figures 3,4, and 5. 
The margins provided by a~~ and a~la; for the unknown axl y are 
rather wide. For x = Y (Table AI), if the insurer decides to charge a~l~ 
instead of the true premium axl y , the error the insurer makes consists 
in an overestimate up to 45 percent or in an undervaluation up to 30 
percent (because a~?~ is about 55 percent to 59 percent of a~I~' while 
a~la; represents 120 percent to 130 percent of a~I~)' In such a case, the 
independence assumption thus may lead to a significantly erroneous 
amount of premium. Similar conclusions can be drawn for the two 
other scenarios: when the husband is older than his wife (Table A2), 
a~~ is about 74 percent to 82 percent of a~l~ and a~~ represents 114 
percent to 118 percent of a~I~; when the husband is younger than his 
wife (Table A~), a~li~ is about 22 percent to 1 percent of a~I~' while 
a~~ represents 126 percent to 144 percent of a~I~' 
3.2 Positive Quadrant Dependence 
A number of ideas of positive dependence between the two random 
future lifetimes Tx and Ty have been introduced in the literature in an 
effort to mathematically describe the property that large (small) values 
of Tx go together with large (small) values of Ty; see, for example, Joe 
(1997) or Scarsini and Shaked (1996). Most of these ideas are based on 
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Figure 3 
Actuarial Present Values of Widow's Pension for 
x = y = 25,26, ... ,90 
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some comparisons of the joint distribution of the pair (Tx , Ty) with its 
distribution under the theoretical assumption that Tx and Ty are inde-
pendent. The notion of positive quadrant dependence was introduced 
by Lehmann (1966) and is defined as follows: 
Definition 1. The random vector (Tx , Ty) is said to be positively quad-
rant dependent (PQD) if, and only if, 
Pr[Tx :::; tl, Ty :::; t2] 2: Pr[Tx :::; td x Pr[Ty :::; t2] Vtl, t2 E R+, (7) 
or, equivalently, if, and only if, 
Pr[Tx > tl,Ty > t2] 2:Pr[Tx > td xPr[Ty > t2] Vtl,t2 ER+. (8) 
Hence, by equations (7) and (8), saying that Tx and Ty are PQD 
means that the probability that Tx and Ty both realize small (resp. 
large) values is larger than the corresponding probability in the case 
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Figure 4 
Actuarial Present Values of Widow's Pension for 
x = y + 5 = 25,26, ... ,90 
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90 
of independent remaining lifetimes. From the introduction, the PQD 
assumption for the remaining lifetimes of married couples appears as 
natural. 
When Tx and Ty are PQD, we get kp~~D ~ kPxkPy for any k yielding 
in turn 
(9) 
The independence assumption therefore appears to be conservative 
compared to the PQD assumption. 
4 Markov Process Model 
4.1 Description of the Model 
Since the seminal lecture given by Amsler (1968) at the 18th Interna-
tional Congress of Actuaries and the paper by Hoem (1969), the Markov 
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Figure 5 
Actuarial Present Values of Widow's Pension for 
x = y - 5 = 25,26, ... ,90 
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process model4 has become an appreciated tool for the calculation of 
life contingencies functions. Markov processes have been extensively 
discussed in the actuarial literature; see, for example, the papers by Am· 
sler (1988), Davis and Vellekoop (1995), Haberman (1983, 1984, 1988, 
and 1995), Hoem (1972,1977,1988), Hoem and Aalen (1978), Jones (1994, 
1995, 1996, 1997a, and 1997b), Moller (1990 and 1992), Norberg (1988 
and 1989), Panjer (1988), Pitacco (1995), Ramlau·Hansen (1988a, 1988b, 
1991), Ramsay (1989), Tolley and Manton (1991), Waters (1984), Wilkie 
(1988), and Wolthuis and Van Hoeck (1986), as well as the references 
therein. 
In order to price insurance contracts issued to married couples, Nor· 
berg (1989) and Wolthuis (1994) propose a Markov process model with 
4Let X = {Xt, t E R+} be a stochastic process. In actuarial applications, Xt is the 
state of the insurance/annuity contract at time t (measured from the start of the policy). 
If Jt denotes the history of the process X up to time t, the Markov model assumes, 
roughly speaking, that the future of X is independent of all information contained in 
Jt, except the state Xt at time t. 
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forces of mortality depending on marital status. They define the vari-
ous states for the married couple (x, y) as follows: 
State 0 = Both husband (x) and wife (y) are alive; 
State 1 = Husband (x) is dead and wife (y) is alive; 
State 2 = Husband (x) is alive and wife (y) is dead; 
State 3 = Both husband (x) and wife (y) are dead. 
The future development of the marital status for the couple (ignoring 
the possibility of divorce) may be regarded as a Markov process de-
picted in Figure 6. 
For 0 :s; tl :s; tz, let Pij(tl, tz) denote the transition probabilities of 
the Markov process of Figure 6, Le., for i,j = 0,1,2,3 
Pij (tl, tz) = Pr[ (x, y) in state j at tzl (x, y) in state i at td. 
ObViously, for any 0 :s; tl :s; tz, 0 :s; Pij(tl, tz) :s; 1 for all i and j, 
pij(tl,tl) = 1 if i = j and 0 otherwise, and LjPij(tl.t2) = 1 for all 
i. For i,j = 0,1,2,3, let J.1ij(t) denote the force of transition from 
state i to j at time t. The forces of transition are related to transition 
probabilities through 
(10) 
where 0 ( .) is a function such that limh_ 0 0 (h) / h = O. It can easily be 
shown that, for 0 :s; tl :s; tz, equation (10) yields the following expres-
sions for the transition probabilities: 
POO(tl, tz) = exp [- {2 (J.101 (T) + J.1oz(T))dT ] ' (11) 
PU(tl,tZ) = exp [- {2 J.113(T)dT J, (12) 
PZZ(tl, tz) = exp [- {2 J.1z3(T)dT J, (13) 
P33(tl,tZ) = 1 (14) 
160 
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POj(tl, tZ) = ft2 POO(tl, T)f.10j(T)Pjj(T, tz)dT. 
tl 
(15) 
Now, the joint survival function of (Tx , Ty) is given by 
Pr[Tx > tl, Ty > tz] 
= { Poo(O, tz) + Poo(O, tdPodtl, tz) if 0.::; tl .::; tz, (16) 
POO(O,tl) + Poo(O,tz)pOZ(tZ,tl) ifO.::; tz < tl. 
The marginal survival functions of Tx and Ty are respectively given by 
Pr[Tx > td = Pr[Tx > tl, Ty > 0] = Poo(O, td + Poz(O, tl) (17) 
Pr[Ty > tz] = Pr[Tx > 0, Ty > tz] = Poo(O, tz) + POI (0, tz), (18) 
for tl, tz 20. 
Norberg (1989) showed that, under certain circumstances, equation 
(16) can yield independent Tx and Ty or PQD Tx and Ty . Specifically, 
f.101(t) == f.1z3(t) andf.1oz(t) == f.113(t) ~ Tx , Ty independent, (19) 
while 
f.101 (t) .::; f.123 (t) and f.1oz (t) .::; f.113 (t) => Tx and Ty are PQD. (20) 
Given our earlier comments in the introduction, it seems natural to 
assume that mortality dependence is PQD. In addition, we choose a 
mortality structure that is consistent with the PQD structure given in 
equation (20). Specifically, for t E R+, we set 
f.1odt) = (1 - (Xodf.1x+t 
f.1Z3(t) = (1 + (XZ3)f.1x+t 
f.1oz(t) = (1 - (Xoz)f.1y+t 
f.113(t) = (1 + (X13)f.1y+t 
(21) 
(22) 
(23) 
(24) 
where f.1x+t and f.1y+t are the male and female forces of mortality re-
spectively in the entire Belgian population, the (Xii's are nonnegative 
and the (Xo/s are less than l. Therefore, we are assuming that the mor-
tality intensities are lower than that in the entire Belgian population as 
long as both spouses are alive and become higher when a spouse dies. 
Setting (Xij == (X, we find the model proposed by Wolthuis (1994, page 
62). 
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Figure 6 
Markov Model with Forces of Mortality 
Depending on Marital Status 
State 0 : 
/ both spouses ~ alive 
State I : State 2 : 
husband dead wife dead 
~ State 3 : 
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/ 
dead 
4.2 Estimation of the Parameters 
161 
Estimators for the four parameters ci01 , £X02, £X13, and £X23 are needed. 
To this end, we use data collected by the Belgian NIS and we follow the 
method of least squares proposed in Wolthuis (1994, Chapter 6). The 
estimator, {Xij, of £Xij minimizes the sum of the squared differences be-
tween the increments flOij(t) = Oij(t + 1) - Oij(t) of the transition 
functions and their estimations flo'ij (t), where 
thus {Xij minimizes 
L (flo'ij(k) - fl_ Ilij(k + t)dt) 2 
k t-O 
(25) 
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We will now expand on the estimation of IlOij. Let Li(t) be the 
number of couples in state i at age t- (just prior to any transition from 
state i at time t), and let Lij (t) be the number of transitions from state 
i to state j over [0, t]. The Nelson-Aalen nonparametric estimator of 
Oij(t) is 
, rt I[LdT) > 0] 
Oij(t) = Jo Li(T) dLij(T), 
where I[A] is the indicator function of the event A, and with the conven-
tion that the integrand is defined to be zero when Li(T) = 0; for more 
details on the Nelson-Aalen estimator, see Nelson (1969) and Aalen 
(1978), or, for example, Jones (1997b) and the references therein. 
The data are derived from the Belgian population during 1991. The 
data are split by age, sex, and marital status on January 1, 1991 and 
on January 1, 1992, as well as the number of deaths, the number of 
marriages and divorces in 1991 by age, sex, year of birth, and marital 
status. As the number of transitions is only available for a year, we 
use the uniform distribution assumption, i.e., we assume that for any 
integer k and 0 :'S: t < 1, 
Lij(k + t) = Lij(k) + t {Lij(k + 1) - Lij(k)} 
and 
Li (k + t) = Li (k) + t {Li (k + 1) - Li (k)} . 
These approximations yield 
where Li (k) represents the number of couples in state i at age k and 
Li:j(k) = Lij(k + 1) - Lij(k) is the number of transitions from state 
i to state j observed for k-year old individuals. Equation (26) is in 
accordance with Wolthuis (1994, page 108, equation (33». 
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We will now explain precisely how .6.001 (k) and .6.013 (k) are esti-
mated.s Let us start with .6.001 (k) and examine the different elements 
constituting equation (26): 
1. The numerator LO:l (k) is the number of k-year old married men 
dying during 1991 (this number is directly available from the NIS). 
2. The denominator Lo(k + 1) - Lo(k) is equal to 
- Number of k-year old married men dying during 1991 
- Number of k-year old widowers whose wife died during 1991 
+ Number of k-year old men getting married during 1991 
- Number of k-year old married men getting divorced during 1991 
The number of couples with a k-year old man whose wife died dur-
ing 1991 cannot be obtained from the NIS. Therefore, we estimate 
it as follows: 
Number of (k + I)-year old widowers at January 1, 1992 
- Number of k-year old widowers at January 1, 1991 
+ Number of k-year old widowers dying during 1991 
+ Number of k-year old widowers getting married during 1991. 
3. Finally, concerning the difference of the logarithms in equation 
(26), Lo(k) is the number of k-year old married men at January 1, 
1991, and Lo(k + 1) is easily deduced from above. 
Let us now examine .6.013 (k): 
1. The numerator L1:3 (k) is the number of k-year old widows dying 
during 1991; 
2. The denominator Ll (k + 1) - Ll (k) is equal to 
- Number of k-year old widows dying during 1991 
+ Number of k-year old widows whose husband died during 1991 
- Number of k-year old widows getting married during 1991. 
56002 (k) and 6023 (k) are estimated in a similar manner by switching the roles of 
the two spouses. 
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The number of couples with a k-year old woman whose husband 
died during 1991 is not available from the NIS. Therefore, we es-
timate it as follows: 
Number of (k + 1)-year old widows at January 1, 1992 
- Number of k-year old widows at January 1, 1991 
+ Number of k-year old widows dying during 1991 
+ Number of k-year old widows getting married during 1991. 
3. Finally, concerning the difference between the logarithms in equa-
tion (26), Ll (k) is the number of k-year old widows at January 1, 
1991, and Ll (k + 1) is easily obtained from above. 
From equations (21) through (24), the estimators iXij of the param-
eters (Xij are: 
and 
Using the NIS data on individuals aged from 30 to 80 years, we get the 
actual estimates: 
iXOl = 0.092926, 
iX13 = 0.041349, 
iX02 = 0.133982 
and iX23 = 0.241033. 
In other words, there is (on the basis of the NIS data collected during 
1991) a reduction in mortality of about 9 percent for married men, of 
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13 percent for married women, and an increase in mortality of about 
4 percent for the widows and of 24 percent for the widowers, when 
compared to the mortality experienced by the entire Belgian population. 
4.3 Premium Calculation in the Markov Model 
In order to price the widow's pension, we only need the probabilities 
Poo (t, t + M), Podt, t + M), and Pll (t, t + M) for integers t and t:,.t. 
The Poo's and Pll'S can be calculated recursively because they satisfy 
the recurrence relations: 
Poo(O, k + 1) = Poo(O, k)Poo(k, k + 1), 
Pll (0, k + 1) = Pll (0, k)Pll (k, k + 1), 
(31) 
(32) 
starting with Poo (0, 0) = Pll (0, 0) = 1. We further assume that the 
transition intensities J.lij (.) are constant for each year of age, Le., 
J.lij(k + T) = J.lij(k) for 0:0; T < 1. 
Thus, for each integer ages x + k and y + k, we have 
J.lx+k+T = J.lx+k and J.lY+k+T = J.ly+k for ° :0; T < 1. 
The one-year probabilities Poo (k, k + 1) and Pll (k, k + 1) are then re-
spectively given by 
Poo(k, k + 1) = exp {-J.lOI (k) - J.lo2(k)} , 
Pll (k, k + 1) = exp {-J.l13 (k)} , 
while the one-year transition probabilities POI (k, k+ 1) can be expressed 
as 
Podk k + 1) = ( J.lodk) ) 
, J.l13 (k) - J.lOI (k) - J.102 (k) 
x (exp{-J.lodk) -J.lo2(k)} -exp{-J.l13(k)}). 
Reformulated in the Markov model, the net single premium a~y;~k relat-
ing to the widow's pension is given as: 
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Wxy 
a~y~~k = 2:: Poo(O,k)Podk,k + 1) 
k=O 
wy-k 
2:: Pu (k + 1, k + 1 + j)V k+1+j . 
j=o 
(33) 
Returning to Figures 3-5, the lines labeled "Markov" depict the net 
single premiums a~l~k. Notice that the a~l~ks are indeed lower than 
a~l~ for the calculation based on the assumption of dependent remain-
ing lifetimes. This can be explained as follows: recall that the &i/s 
are such that the implication in equation (20) is true so that the future 
lifetime random variables Tx and Ty are PQD. With PQD remaining 
lifetimes, the policy stays longer in state 0 (thus there is a longer time 
until possible annuity payments) and shorter in state 1 (less annuity 
payments). 
The Markov model provides net single premiums a~l~k of about 90 
percent of those computed on the independence assumption (Le., a~I~); 
see Tables AI-A3 in the appendix for more details. 
5 Summary and Conclusions 
The present study aims to examine the effect on the premiums re-
lating to the widow's pension when there is a departure from the usual 
assumption of independence of the lifetimes of a husband and wife. Us-
ing data from a large insurance company, Frees, Carriere, and Valdez 
(1996) show that the lifetimes of paired lives (e.g., husband and wife) 
are highly correlated. In our study, we adopt a different approach. Af-
ter determining the maximal impact of a possible dependence with the 
help of the Frechet-Hoeffding bounds, the premiums for the widow's 
pension is computed in a Markov model. 
The numerical illustrations are based on the data collected by the 
Belgian NIS during 1991. The estimation results show an economically 
significant positive dependence between joint lives: in Norberg's model, 
the amounts of premium are reduced approximately 10 percent com-
pared to the standard model that assumes independence. Whereas De-
nuit and Teghem (1998) showed that the effect of a possible depen-
dence is rather moderate for classical mUltiple life contracts (at most 
5 percent in the cases considered by the authors), the consequences 
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on the amount of premium of the widow's pension could thus be more 
important in practice. 
In conclusion, the Markov model allows the actuary to determine 
a more accurate value for axl y . It offers the actuary a yardstick to 
decide whether or not to grant a discount to the assured persons, as 
well as to select the amount of this discount, or to evaluate the level 
of the mortality benefits in profit testing. Finally, the value a~r;,k is 
also of primary importance when the level of the safety loading is to be 
selected. Indeed, the manual premium a~~ itself contains an implicit 
safety loading of about 10 percent. This has to be taken into account 
in order to avoid excessive safety margins. 
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32 1.46207932 [74.6%] 1.74731263 [89.1%] 1.96010956 2.24541854 [114.6%] ~ 
33 1.51363601 [74.7%] 1.80709457 [89.1%] 2.02712102 2.32464174 [114.7%] :s: ::.. 
34 1.56665579 [74.7%] 1.86854990 [89.1%] 2.09597709 2.40617056 [114.8%] ~ 
35 1.62112295 [74.8%] 1.93165598 [89.2%] 2.16664860 2.48998411 [114.9%] ~ 
'1:J 36 1.67701481 [74.9%] 1.99638170 [89.2%] 2.23909659 2.57605046 [115.0%] ~ 
37 1.73430108 [75.0%] 2.06268666 [89.2%] 2.31327144 2.66432562 [115.2%] ~ ~. 
38 1.79294324 [75.0%] 2.13052045 [89.2%] 2.38911199 2.75475241 [115.3%] ~ 
39 1.85289386 [75.1%] 2.19982184 [89.2%] 2.46654470 2.84725935 [115.4%] ~ 
40 1.91409588 [75.2%] 2.27051796 [89.2%] 2.54548271 2.94175948 [115.6%] i=) ~ 
41 1.97648199 [75.3%] 2.34252356 [89.2%] 2.62582502 3.03814919 [115.7%] ~ 
.... 
42 2.03997385 [75.3%] 2.41574015 [89.2%] 2.70745553 3.13630702 [115.8%] o· ::s 
43 2.10448149 [75.4%] 2.49005528 [89.2%] 2.79024227 3.23609255 [116.0%] 
44 2.16990259 [75.5%] 2.56534173 [89.3%] 2.87403649 3.33734523 [116.1%] 
45 2.23612182 [75.6%] 2.64145687 [89.3%] 2.95867201 3.43988334 [116.3%] 
46 2.30301028 [75.7%] 2.71824194 [89.3%] 3.04396439 3.54350304 [116.4%] 
47 2.37042493 [75.7%] 2.79552151 [89.3%] 3.12971042 3.64797753 [116.6%] 
48 2.43820804 [75.8%] 2.87310294 [89.3%] 3.21568757 3.75305642 [116.7%] 
f-' 49 2.50618685 [75.9%] 2.95077605 [89.4%] 3.30165363 3.85846524 [116.9%] 'J Ul 
...... 
Table A2 (Continued) '.J C"l 
Reversionary Annuity Values for x = y + 5 
Age x mm a mark a md max axil: xll: xll: axil: 
50 2.57417319 [76.0%] 3.02831282 [89.4%] 3.38734644 3.96390541 [117.0%] 
51 2.64196329 [76.1%] 3.10546727 [89.4%] 3.47248393 4.06905439 [117.2%] 
52 2.70933771 [76.2%] 3.18197555 [89.5%] 3.55676416 4.17356642 [117.3%] 
53 2.77606141 [76.3%] 3.25755618 [89.5%] 3.63986578 4.27707372 [117.5%] 
54 2.84188397 [76.4%] 3.33191052 [89.5%] 3.72144866 4.37918848 [117.7%] 
55 2.90654007 [76.5%] 3.40472351 [89.6%] 3.80115472 4.47950555 [117.8%] 
56 2.96975011 [76.6%] 3.47566461 [89.6%] 3.87860924 4.57760625 [118.0%] '-<:) 
57 3.03122108 [76.7%] 3.54438907 [89.7%] 3.95342232 4.67306332 [118.2%] s:: 
"'" :s58 3.09064772 [76.8%] 3.61053952 [89.7%] 4.02519080 4.76428185 [118.4%] ~ 
59 3.14771391 [76.9%] 3.67374783 [89.7%] 4.09350045 4.85072990 [118.5%] <:) -.... 
60 3.20209433 [77.0%] 3.73363732 [89.8%] 4.15792863 4.93277147 [118.6%] :t:. C') 
...... 
61 3.25345642 [77.1%] 3.78982532 [89.8%] 4.21804722 5.00993798 [118.8%] s:: ~ 
"'" 62 3.30146269 [77.3%] 3.84192603 [89.9%] 4.27342600 5.08178959 [118.9%] ~ 
63 3.34577323 [77.4%] 3.88955379 [90.0%] 4.32363634 5.14793205 [119.1%] '\J ~ 64 3.38604861 [77.5%] 3.93232653 [90.0%] 4.36825530 5.20803748 [119.2%] C') 
...... 
65 3.42195298 [77.7%] 3.96986969 [90.1%] 4.40686995 5.26187031 [119.4%] ;::;. ~ 
66 3.45315751 [77.8%] 4.00182026 [90.1%] 4.43908204 5.30430385 [119.5%] ~ 67 3.47934401 [77.9%] 4.02783112 [90.2%] 4.46451293 5.33796393 [119.6%] :-
68 3.50020876 [78.1%] 4.04757551 [90.3%] 4.48280856 5.36391886 [119.7%] ,'-I 
69 3.51546656 [78.2%] 4.06075167 [90.4%] 4.49364464 5.38238291 [119.8%] \0 
\0 
\0 
Table A2 (Continued) CJ (\) 
Reversionary Annuity Values for x = y + 5 :s s:: 
Age x min a mark rnd max ;:;: axil: xll: axil: axil: 1;:) 
70 3.52485478 [78.4%] 4.06708749 [90.4%] 4.49673180 5.39321698 [119.9%] :s !;:).. 
71 3.52813753 [78.5%] 4.06634504 [90.5%] 4.49182066 5.38636635 [119.9%] Q 
72 3.52510976 [78.7%] 4.05832515 [90.6%] 4.47870672 5.37182863 [119.9%] """ :s(\) 
73 3.51560127 [78.9%] 4.04287159 [90.7%] 4.45723497 5.35091431 [120.1%] ::-
74 3.49948050 [79.0%] 4.01987498 [90.8%] 4.42730408 5.31567424 [120.1%] s: :s.. 
75 3.47665805 [79.2%] 3.98927636 [90.9%] 4.38887011 5.26688895 [120.0%] .... :::.: 
76 3.44708985 [79.4%] 3.95107007 [91.0%] 4.34194954 5.21476466 [120.1%] ~ 
"\J 77 3.41077974 [79.6%] 3.90530612 [91.1%] 4.28662160 5.14443318 [120.0%] ;\; 
78 3.36778163 [79.7%] 3.85209178 [91.2%] 4.22302978 5.06568899 [120.0%] 3: ii:;. 
79 3.31820094 [79.9%] 3.79159240 [91.3%] 4.15138237 4.98179523 [120.0%] 3: 
80 3.26219525 [80.1%] 3.72403128 [91.5%] 4.07195204 4.87806485 [119.8%] £l 
81 3.19997431 [80.3%] 3.64968871 [91.6%] 3.98507441 4.77864454 [119.9%] i=\ s:: 
82 3.13179904 [80.5%] 3.56889995 [91.7%] 3.89114550 4.65372832 [119.6%] ~ 
83 3.05797978 [80.7%] 3.48205235 [91.9%] 3.79061818 4.53676549 [119.7%] g. :s 
84 2.97887359 [80.9%] 3.38958143 [92.0%] 3.68399750 4.39770993 [119.4%] 
85 2.89488068 [81.0%] 3.29196608 [92.2%] 3.57183510 4.26113994 [119.3%] 
86 2.80644005 [81.2%] 3.18972292 [92.3%] 3.45472273 4.12004326 [119.3%] 
87 2.71402427 [81.4%] 3.08339992 [92.5%] 3.33328493 3.96177884 [118.9%] 
88 2.61813363 [81.6%] 2.97356937 [92.7%] 3.20817104 3.81763990 [119.0%] 
89 2.51928964 [81.8%] 2.86082033 [92.9%] 3.08004677 3.65708358 [118.7%] 
,.... 
90 2.41802801 [82.0%] 2.74575079 [93.1%] 2.94958532 3.48893402 [118.3%] 
" 
" 
Table A3 ...... 
'-I 
Reversionary Annuity Values for x = y - 5 00 
Age x min a mark a ind max aXIl' xll' xll' axil' 
25 0.24520562 [21.8%] 1.00350369 [89.4%] 1.12307645 1.42060031 [126.5%] 
30 0.26068097 [20.0%] 1.16692988 [89.4%] 1.30598852 1.67332321 [128.1%] 
31 0.26383968 [19.6%] 1.20220~37 [89.4%] 1.34540096 1.72832446 [128:5%] 
32 0.26699798 [19.3%] 1.23828123 [89.4%] 1.38568799 1.78476501 [128.8%] 
33 0.27014470 [18.9%] 1.27513086 [89.4%] 1.42680684 1.84260888 [129.1%] 
34 0.27326761 [18.6%] 1.31270910 [89.4%] 1.46870723 1.90181061 [129.5%] 
35 0.27635344 [18.3%] 1.65096669 [89.4%] 1.51133080 1.96231452 [129.8%] 
'-36 0.27938782 [18.0%] 1.38984690 [89.4%] 1.55461066 2.02405391 [130.2%] 0 s:: 
1.42928502 [89.4%] 2.08695022 [130.6%] """ 37 0.28235528 [17.7%] 1.59847086 :::; ~ 38 0.28523925 [17.4%] 1.46920798 [89.4%] 1.64282594 2.15091229 [130.9%] 0 
0.28802203 [17.1%] 1.50953390 [89.4%] 1.68758051 2.21583561 [131.3%] -.... 39 ~ 
C"'\ 40 0.29068483 [16.8%] 1.55017175 [89.5%] 1.73262883 2.28160160 [131.7%] .... s:: 
41 0.29320780 [16.5%] 1.59102099 [89.5%] 1.77785446 2.34807704 [132.1%] I:l 
""" 42 0.29557002 [16.2%] 1.63197133 [89.5%] 1.82313002 2.41511356 [132.5%] ~ 
"\l 
43 0.29774962 [15.9%] 1.67290245 [89.5%] 1.86831693 2.48254730 [132.9%] ~ 
0.29972381 [15.7%] 1.71368392 [89.6%] 1.91326532 2.55019878 [133.3%] C"'\ 44 .... ~. 
45 0.30146900 [15.4%] 1.75417511 [89.6%] 1.95781403 2.61787301 [133.7%] ,(1) 
46 0.30296088 [15.1%] 1.79422526 [89.6%] 2.00179070 2.68535994 [134.1%] ~ 
47 0.30417458 [14.9%] 1.83367363 [89.7%] 2.04501201 2.75243533 [134.6%] 
,""-I 
48 0.30508483 [14.6%] 1.87234980 [89.7%] 2.08728409 2.81886212 [135.0%] 
\0 49 0.30566611 [14.4%] 1.91007412 [89.7%] 2.12840309 2.88335664 [135.5%] \0 \0 
0 
Table A3 (Continued) (\:) ~ 
Reversionary Annuity Values for x = y - 5 ~ -. .... 
Age x min a mark a md max tl axl~ xl~ xl~ aXI~ ~ 
50 0.30589290 [14.1%] 1.94665829 [89.8%] 2.16815591 2.94623322 [135.9%] tl.. Q 
51 0.30573987 [13.9%] 1.98190617 [89.8%] 2.20632113 3.00740135 [136.3%] 
"" ~ 52 0.30518218 [13.6%] 2.01561467 [89.9%] 2.24267018 3.06655030 [136.7%] (\:) ~ 
53 0.30419571 [13.4%] 2.04757494 [89.9%] 2.27696871 3.12336737 [137.2%] :s: 
54 0.30275741 [13.1%] 2.07757371 [90.0%] 2.30897814 3.17754430 [137.6%] ~ .... 
0.30084559 [12.9%] 2.10539482 [90.0%] 3.22878557 [138.1%] 
::::.; 
55 2.33845749 ~ 
56 0.29844028 [12.6%] 2.13082096 [90.1%] 2.36516544 3.27681879 [138.5%] 
"" 57 0.29552359 [12.4%] 2.15363567 [90.2%] 2.38886256 3.32140790 [139.0%] ~~ 
58 0.29208006 [12.1%] 2.17362545 [90.2%] 2.40931380 3.36236966 [139.6%] S;:. 
59 0.28809702 [11.9%] 2.19058205 [90.3%] 2.42629110 3.39645331 [140.0%] ~ £I 60 0.28356503 [11.6%] 2.20430502 [90.4%] 2.43957627 3.42406709 [140.4%] r;-
61 0.27847815 [11.4%] '2.21460426 [90.4%] 2.44896387 3.44680526 [140.7%] ~ ~ 
62 0.27283434 [11.1%] 2.22130276 [90.5%] 2.45426429 3.46472262 [141.2%] .... o· 
63 0.26663576 [10.9%] 2.22423936 [90.6%] 2.45530685 3.47804805 [141.7%] ~ 
64 0.25988910 [10.6%] 2.22327152 [90.7%] 2.45194281 3.48565830 [142.2%] 
65 0.25260575 [10.3%] 2.21827808 [90.8%] 2.44404842 3.48020222 [142.4%] 
66 0.24480209 [10.1%] 2.20916186 [90.9%] 2.43152781 3.46991894 [142.7%] 
67 0.23649952 [ 9.8%] 2.19585221 [91.0%] 2.41431559 3.45588404 [143.1%] 
68 0.22772461 [ 9.5%] 2.17830721 [91.1%] 2.39237927 3.43458482 [143.6%] 
69 0.21850902 [ 9.2%] 1.15651564 [91.2%] 2.36572129 3.39893437 [143.7%] f-' 
'-J 
CD 
Table A3 (Continued) I-' CI:l 
Reversionary Annuity Values for x = y - 5 0 
Age x min a mark ind max axl }, xl}, axl }, axl }, 
70 0.20888943 [ 8.9%] 2.13049863 [91.3%] 2.33438061 3.36169111 [144.0%] 
71 0.19890733 [ 8.7%] 2.10031078 [91.4%] 2.29843382 3.31944710 [144.4%] 
72 0.18860880 [ 8.4%] 2.06604994 [91.5%] 2.25799572 3.26044836 [144.4%] 
73 0.17804400 [ 8.0%] 2.02781233 [91.6%] 2.21321925 3.20540362 [144.8%] 
74 0.15726675 [ 7.7%] 1.98578218 [91.8%] 2.16429483 3.13430321 [144.8%] 
75 0.15633397 [ 7.4%] 1.94014073 [91.9%] 2.11144894 3.06170507 [145.0%] 
76 0.14530503 [ 7.1%] 1.89110964 [92.0%] 2.05494216 2.98264084 [145.1%] 
..... 
77 0.13424103 [ 6.7%] 1.83893977 [92.2%] 1.99506644 2.89631854 [145.2%] <:) ~ 
0.12320409 [ 6.4%] 1.78390839 [92.3%] .... 78 1.93214179 2.80662089 [145.3%] ::s ~ 79 0.11225684 [ 6.0%] 1.72631590 [92.5%] 1.86651234 2.71368536 [145.4%] <:) 
80 0.10146033 [ 5.6%] 1.66648190 [92.7%] 1.79854195 2.61038276 [145.1%] -.... > l"'I 
81 0.09087444 [ 5.3%] 1.60474105 [92.8%] 1.72860941 2.52314362 [146.0%] .... ~ 
82 0.08055668 [ 4.9%] 1.54143845 [93.0%] 1.65710323 2.40307339 [145.0%] !i::l .... 
83 0.07056449 [ 4.5%] 1.47692488 [93.2%] 1.58441632 2.30134703 [145.2%] ~ ~ 
84 0.06094652 [ 4.0%] 1.41155187 [93.4%] 1.51094059 2.20245182 [145.8%] ~ 
0.05174927 [ 3.6%] 1.34566685 [93.6%] 1.43706158 2.07964701 [144.7%] l"'I 85 .... ;:;. 
86 0.04302653 [ 3.2%] 1.27960832 [93.9%] 1.36315330 1.97423032 [144.8%] ~ 
87 0.03481044 [ 2.7%] 1.21370137 [94.1%] 1.28957338 1.88633356 [146.3%] ~ 
88 0.02715750 [2.2%] 1.14825347 [94.4%] 1.21665865 1.76404200 [145.0%] 
.:'-J 
89 0.02011459 [ 1.8%] 1.08355072 [94.7%] 1.14472131 1.64874600 [144.0%] 
1.0 
90 0.01378185 [ 1.3%] 1.01985466 [95.0%] 1.07404564 1.54921654 [144.2%] 1.0 1.0 
